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Transcription Factors 

Master-regulator 

miRNAs

Genes of metabolism

Genes of cell cycle, 
development, 
communication

Signal transduction



We build a pyramid

Энхансеры – убийцы (100 -200)Мутации
в генах

(0-2)

Master-regulator

NGS AI

RNA-seq, Exome,
Methylome, ChIP-seq,
Proteome, Metabolome



TFs can read between genes



AP-1 (human)



…

Search for new TF binding sites with PWMs

AP-1

HOCOMOCO,
JASPAR,
FactorBook,
UniPROBE,…
TRANSFAC (10290 PWMs)



1-st exonpromoter

TSS

-1000 0 +100

Promoter face  

We should try to recognize promoters of active genes in PD



TFBS of 168 TF motifs 



TFBS of 5260 TF motifs 



What is common 
between all these 
faces?



Find a subset of TF sites out of all 5260 TFs 



There are new AI methods available for recognition of human emotions: 

We are going to use such algorithms for recognizing
promoter “emotions” – promoter “smile” or PD enhancer “grin”. 
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It’s a fuzzy puzzle!

Hyper
active

Silent 
Repressor

Repressor



? Master regulator ?

Hyper
active



S(X1) S(X2)

Where:
R - Max radius (input parameter)
p - Penalty (input parameter)
N(X,r) - total number of molecules 
reachable from key molecule X 
within the radius r. 
Nmax(r) - maximal value of N(X,r)
over all key molecules X found for 
this radius. 
M(X,r) - sum of w(X) for all hits 
reachable from key molecule X 
within the radius r, where w(X) -
weight of hit X. 
Mmax(r) - maximal value of M(X,r)
over all key molecules X found for 
this radius. 

Kel, A., Voss, N., Jauregui, R., Kel-Margoulis, O. and Wingender, E.: Beyond 
microarrays: Find key transcription factors controlling signal transduction 
pathways BMC Bioinformatics 7(Suppl. 2), S13 (2006).

Search for master regulators 



Master-regulator
New master-regulator



New master-regulator



Pathway corruption

DiseaseHealthy



Walking 
pathways



Walking 
pathways

Genome



We would like AI to run the full data analysis completely automatic…



Genome Enhancer





Transcriptomics

Epigenomics

Proteomics

Genomics

Metabolomics

Multi-omics data input
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Mouse	primary	cortical	
neurons	

+	monomer	 +	seed	(fibril)	

Alpha-Syn 
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PASS

The acronym PASS stands for Prediction of Activity Spectra for Substances. PASS performs an
instant prediction and computational evaluation of biological activity spectra for organic chemical
compounds.
PASS results can be further interpreted via the PharmaExpert tool and combined with the
structure-activity relationship models built in GUSAR.

https://genexplain.com/pass/
https://genexplain.com/pharmaexpert/
http://genexplain.com/gusar/


Target activity score 

M(s) is the set of activity-mechanisms for the given structure s

G(m) is the set of targets (converted to genes) 

IAP(g) is the invariant accuracy of prediction
AT

T

Master-regulators

Drug targets of a drug
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Drug targets Drug targets Drug targets



Robot-scientist



Genome Enhancer

Key result:
actionable drug targets and 

prospective treatments



Thank you!
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